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1. Introduction

With the explosive growth of smart phones and Internet-of-Things (IoT) services, the effective
support of seamless mobility for a variety of mobile devices and users is becoming one of the key
challenging issues. It is expected that the future Internet will be evolved toward ‘mobile-oriented’ [1].
In the mobile-oriented future internet (MOFI) environment, there will be a large number of mobile
devices and users with a variety of heterogeneous mobile, wireless, sensor and vehicular networks.

To provide mobility management, a lot of protocols have so far been proposed, which include
host identity protocol (HIP) [2], identifier-locator network protocol (ILNP) [3] and quick UDP internet
connection (QUIC) [4]. However, these works may not be enough to provide mobility management
in the MOFI environment. We may consider many recently proposed technologies, such as software
defined networking (SDN) [5]. It is noted that SDN can be effectively used to control the network
traffics by separating the control function from the packet data delivery function in the network.
We also need to consider a variety of mobile networks in the MOFI environment, which include flying
ad-hoc networks (FANET) [6] and connected vehicular networks [7].

2. The Present Issue

This special issue consists of seven papers that discuss how to enhance mobility management and
its associated performance in the MOFI environment. The first two papers deal with the architectural
design and experimentation of mobility management schemes, in which new schemes are proposed
and the real-world testbed experimentations are performed. The subsequent three papers focus on the
use of SDN for effective service provisioning in the MOFI environment, together with the real-world
practices and testbed experimentations. The remaining two papers discuss the network engineering
issues in the newly emerging mobile networks, such as FANET and connected vehicular networks.

In Reference [8], to overcome the drawbacks of the existing centralized mobility management
schemes, the MOFI architecture is designed, which includes the separation of data and control planes
for getting an optimal data path, and the distributed identifier–locator mapping control for alleviating
traffic overhead at a central agent. In this work, the validity of the MOFI architecture is evaluated
through the experimentations over the European Union (EU)–Korea testbed network. Reference [9]
proposes an enhanced mobility management scheme in the ILNP-based mobile networks, in which the
identifier-locators (ID-LOCs) mappings are managed in the fully distributed manner by using a mobile
dynamic domain name system (m-DDNS) server located in each domain.

The SDN technology can be used for performance enhancement in the MOFI environment.
Reference [10] presents an SDN-based quality of experience (QoE) control scheme for dynamic adaptive
streaming over HTTP/3 (DASH), using the quick UDP internet connection (QUIC) [4] for mobile devices
and users. Reference [11] discusses the testbed experimentations of SDN using SmartX boxes that are
distributed across multiple sites. Each SmartX box consists of several virtualized functions that are
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categorized into SDN and cloud functions. Multiple SmartX boxes are deployed and inter-connected
through SDN in the distributed environments. Reference [12] discusses the resource management
scheme in the mobile cloud environment, which exploits SDN to introduce a vendor-agnostic concept.

The MOFI environment may consist of various types of emerging mobile networks, such as
FANET and connected vehicular networks. FANET is an ad-hoc network for data transfer among
the unmanned aircrafts in the three-dimensional space. Reference [13] proposes a routing scheme for
FANET which can adapt to rapid changes in network topology and effectively improve the network
performance. In Reference [14], the connected vehicular networks are considered, in which a new
intersection signal control model is proposed based on vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication,
and the simulation analysis is made with the real-world data.

3. Future

A variety of research works have so far been made with some testbed experimentations in the
MOFI environment, as addressed in this special issue. However, some challenges still remain for
further study in the future. New architectural models for MOFI need to be investigated by considering
a variety of mobile devices/users for IoT services. The existing mobility management protocols, such
as HIP and ILNP, can be reviewed and compared to design a more effective mobility management
scheme. Some more testbed experimentations are also required for validation of the schemes for MOFI
in real-world networks. The relevant standardization activities need to be investigated and initiated,
if necessary, in the associated standards-defining organizations, such as ITU-T, ISO, JTC1, IETF, etc.
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